
Quick Provider Headcount Checklist 

Forecast Task 

We require your forecast data for children and hours for the forthcoming funding period.  This is usually 
requested in the last two weeks of the previous funding period.  We will make a 100% payment based on 
this data, including any Quality Supplement.  You should: 

 Check existing children’s hours and update where necessary.  Where you enter an end date
change number of weeks to be claimed.

 For children who are no longer claiming funding at your setting enter an end date (including notice
period if applicable) and either remove existing hours & weeks or leave the hours & weeks blank.

 Add new children including the weeks and hours to be claimed.

 For new 3 or 4 year olds being added to the headcount for the first time, if wanting the LA to carry
out an eligibility check for EYPP, please fill in both parent’s details where applicable.

 When offering 2 YOE funding – a child MUST NOT be offered / given a place, until a provider has
a copy of their confirmation letter / confirmation email with a TYF number on it.  Also 2 YOE
funding is not backdated and will only start from the date the child's eligibility is checked (within a
term they are eligible from).

 Check you have submitted before the task closes.

 After the Forecast Task is closed & EYCST have completed their processes, a statement will be
issued, via the portal, to confirm data submitted (to view go to Headcount - Payment History).

 Check uploaded reports promptly and if required make changes, via the portal, when the Actual
Task opens.

Actual Task 

We require all hours for all children claiming at your setting this funding period.  This is the final time, this 
funding period, you will be able to make changes to your headcount, including adding new children / 
changing existing claimant’s hours etc.  This will be used to calculate the balancing payment and any 
Deprivation and EYPP supplement for eligible children this term.  You should: 

 Check existing children’s hours and update where necessary.

 Add new children including the weeks and hours to be claimed (change start date from pre-
populated date to the exact start date a child claims the funding).

 For all children who are no longer claiming funding at your setting enter an end date (including
notice period if applicable) and leave the hours and weeks blank.

 Check all carer’s details have been entered for 3 or 4 year olds, where an EYPP check needs
carrying out by the LA, please fill in both parent’s details where applicable.

 When offering 2 YOE funding – a child MUST NOT be offered / given a place, until a provider has
a copy of their confirmation letter / confirmation email with a TYF number on it.  Also 2 YOE
funding is not backdated and will only start from the date the child's eligibility is checked (within a
term they are eligible from).

 Check you have submitted before the task closes.

 After the Actual Task is closed & EYCST have completed their processes, a statement will be
issued, via the portal, to confirm data submitted (to view go to Headcount - Payment History).

 Check uploaded reports promptly and email eef@calderdale.gov.uk of any anomalies within
the Term issued and by the end of term deadlines.

All the relevant guidance / supporting information can now be found at: 
http://www.calderdale.gov.uk/education/childcare/care-providers/funding-financial.html 
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